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CLAY 2010
Since the 1970s, the Alberta Foundation for the Arts
has been assembling the most signiﬁcant provincial
art collection in Canada, with more than 7500
pieces from about 1500 Alberta artists, worth more
than $10 million. Much of this work is exhibited
throughout Alberta in government ofﬁces, public
buildings such as hospitals and libraries, through
various kinds of exhibitions, and at special events
such as the Vancouver Olympics.

An expert jury was selected for the project. Relying
on photos and submission packages, they reviewed
243 pieces. About 86 were select for further
consideration and brought to Edmonton for in-person
and more in-depth examination. Ultimately the
jury selected 70 pieces from 37 artists, 19 of whom
are new to the AFA Collection. These, with a total
value of $73,995, were recommended to the AFA for
acquisition.

The collection can be seen on-line at
https://hermis.alberta.ca/afa/.

The CLAY 2010 exhibition appears in the Alberta
Craft Council Feature Gallery, April 10 to July 3. It is
being scheduled at Red Deer Museum and Medalta
(Medicine Hat Clay Industries National Historic Site).
Prairie Gallery and other potential locations are being
considered.

While examples of ﬁne craft have been regularly
added to the collection, the extent and variety of
work acquired has not always reﬂected the range
and energy of Alberta’s professional craft scene.
The AFA has set out to expand the craft collection
and has worked with the Alberta Craft Council on
several aspects of this.
CLAY 2010 is the most extensive venture intended
to add ﬁne craft to the AFA collection. The
AFA contracted the Craft Council to manage an
acquisition process and touring exhibition that
represents a 2010 cross-section of ceramic arts
activity in Alberta. Throughout 2009 and early 2010,
an open call for entry attracted submissions from
55 professional and emerging potters, tile makers,
clay sculptors and other ceramic artists.

CLAY 2010 is the largest and most signiﬁcant Alberta
ceramics project in at least a decade. It substantially
updates the AFA collection with a variety of work
demonstrating all aspects of current ceramic practice
in the province. The project offers substantial creative
and ﬁnancial encouragement to individual clay artists,
especially in the midst of a recession. And, the
exhibitions, catalogue, on-line content, media work
and other exposure should attract much-needed
public appreciation of Alberta’s dynamic ceramics
culture.
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Alberta Craft Council
The Alberta Craft Council is the Provincial Arts Service
Organization that develops, promotes and advocates for
ﬁne craft in Alberta. Since 1980, the ACC has promoted
craft in Alberta through exhibitions, publications,
marketing ventures, education, awareness projects and
information services to its membership and to the
general public.
The ACC has a dual role
• to support contemporary and heritage crafts as
signiﬁcant art forms that contribute to Alberta’s culture
• and to develop a craft sector of creative, skilled, viable
and sustainable craftspeople, studio, businesses and
networks.
The ACC operates Alberta’s only public gallery
dedicated to exhibiting craft arts and Edmonton’s
second largest public gallery. The ACC organizes about
18 exhibitions each year and runs a Gallery Shop
that markets work from about 150 professional and
emerging craft artists. The Council also coordinates
over 30 other services and projects.

Alberta Craft Council
10186 - 106 Street NW
Edmonton, Alberta
T5J 1H4
1-800-DO-CRAFT (toll free in Alberta)
P: 780-488-6611
F: 780-488-8855
www.albertacraft.ab.ca
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The Jury
MARY-BETH LAVIOLETTE
As a juror for CLAY 2010, it was informative and also a pleasure to be involved
in the task of choosing many new ceramic works for the collection of the
Alberta Foundation for the Arts. Given the AFA’s long association and support
of this medium, the addition of 70 works by 37 artists will make this collection
all the more richer and comprehensive. For that investment and recognition of
the importance of ceramic art in the Alberta scene, I applaud the Foundation’s
generosity and continuing commitment. In addition, kudos to the Alberta Craft
Council for organizing CLAY 2010 in a professional and fair manner.
It was nearly forty years ago in 1972, that the Foundation was established under the newly elected government
of Peter Lougheed. I am not certain which pieces were the ﬁrst to be acquired for the collection but I do know
that within a few short years, works of ﬁred clay were included in national and international travelling exhibitions
organized by the Foundation. In one 1975 review, a London critic highlighted Walter Drohan’s Bottle No.3, Ed
Drahanchuk’s “elegantly ﬁnished” Lidded Jar and a “ Raku Pot of splendidly archaic feeling by Mary Shannon Will.”
Today, even more can be said, given the range and excellence of what was submitted to CLAY 2010. Not only was
the competition cross-generational but even multi-generational; a reﬂection of a clay scene that continues to widen
and mature. Senior artists like John Chalke, Jim Etzkorn, Connie Pike, Carol and Richard Selfridge, Barbara Tipton
and Sam Uhlick gave a solid showing.
Evident, as well, in work submitted by Ed Bamiling, John Borrowman, Jim Marshall, Shirley Rimer and Diane Sullivan
was the promise of new directions. Instructors too, came forth with some strong ideas matched by material
resolution. They are Trudy Golley of Red Deer College and Katrina Chaytor of the Alberta College of Art + Design.
In the work of Bradley Keys and Brian McArthur, as a juror I was delighted with how a sense of place could be
expressed without cliché. Ditto for Dawn Detarando, inspired as she was by the Australian environment, and
Shirley Rimer, whose residencies in China gave her new forms. There was also the new and unfamiliar, (at least for
me), which gave pause and a hearty response in the positive. This includes Dale Lerner, Lucia Atanase, Ruth-Anne
French, Stephanie Jonsson and Linda Willard. Each submission was entirely different from each other in terms of
content and means of expression but in the pieces chosen, they were materially resolved, visually engaging and able
to take the viewer’s imagination into another domain.
Over the years, acquisitions for the AFA Art Collection have been guided by the idea that Alberta artists “may be
encouraged through the purchase of their art”; that the citizens of the province “may enjoy the art created”, and
that such work is “preserved as part of the cultural heritage” of Alberta. T o those successful CLAY 2010 applicants,
(including those that are not mentioned in above): Congratulations.
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LES MANNING
CLAY 2010, is an impetus of a grand proportions within the Alberta ceramics
community. The creation of this Exhibition and Acquisition is an ambitious
collaboration of the Alberta Foundation for the Arts in consort with the Alberta
Craft Council. Such a meaningful support certainly helps to deﬁne the signiﬁcance
of ﬁne craft. Collections of this caliber provide the foundation that all art disciplines
require to demonstrate the high quality and inﬂuence brought about by their very
existence, as well as the talent of the artist who creates them. In doing so, they
substantiate their unquestionable value for a broader audience.
The works selected for this particular exhibition are, as it should be, a very eclectic group of objects. The ﬁnal
choices were decided on for both their quality and the jury`s intent to illustrate the broad spectrum of ceramic
creativity in the province at this juncture: 2010. The artists included in the exhibition represent a scale from
emerging artists to those in the upper echelon of the ﬁeld – the masters. It is essential that we gather a large
number of these works without borders to fully realize the skill, power and diversity of the many aesthetic notions
from the functional to the abstract, the narrative and conceptual. No doubt the range of expression has been
inﬂuenced by ceramic art history and contemporary ideas. This obviously includes Alberta`s landscape, its history
and the global immigration that has transformed our provincial culture.
This traveling exhibition will allow many Albertans to witness the event in person. Touring such a large group of art
objects is a major undertaking, but it is imperative in that the audiences are reminded that ceramic art in Alberta
is alive and well. Our young people need opportunities to see exhibitions of this kind in order to realize that art,
as an occupation, is a real and thought-provoking challenge career. Craft and the result of the maker`s work are
a very real test and testimonial of the hand and eye skills that have produced some of the most celebrated and
cherished art objects in human existence.
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VIRGINIA STEPHENS
It is very difﬁcult to get the ceramics bug out of your system. Once you have
experienced the visceral pleasure of getting your hands into cool, wet clay to
wedge it and form it by hand or on a wheel; practiced the science and serendipity
of mixing glazes and the application of colour to greenware; or felt the breathholding anticipation while the heat of the kiln does its magic (or mayhem) you are
hooked. It has been over 30 years since I have made a pot or ﬁred a kiln but the
thirst to purchase, visit, collect for a public art museum (and myself), or to curate an
exhibition of ceramics has not abated. No wonder there was no hesitation on my
part when asked to be on the selection jury for CLAY 2010.
Over the years I have had the privilege to meet artists, and visit studios, shops, exhibitions and teaching faculties
across the country as well as abroad. When I moved to Alberta 9 years ago, one of the things I looked forward to
was revisiting the Alberta based ceramic artists whom I had met in person or through their work and to meet the
many others I knew must be here. I have not been disappointed. Standing amongst the submissions to this project
I couldn’t help but acknowledge once again that the work produced in Alberta stands up strongly against that made
anywhere else. Around me was work that demonstrated absolute technical command of the medium; used the
medium with invention; reﬂected understanding of the aesthetic and functional traditions of clay here and around
the world, now and throughout history; was simple in its elegance or just plain wacky in subject and execution;
made strong (or very subtle) statements about place, people, environment, ideas or things; took liberties with and
gave respect to conventions; but most of all expressed the breadth and depth of ceramics practice here.
It has indeed been a pleasure and honour to meet Brian McArthur’s mom and dad through the eyes, hands and
heart of their son; to see up close, Lucia Antanse’s lustrous porcelain tapestries; to experience the stunning contrast
between John Borrowman’s elegant melon bowl and the crystalline glaze on its top surface; and to ‘un-pack’ Katrina
Chaytor’s multi-sectional ﬂower holder, each piece of which is an exquisite work unto itself. Dawn Dentarando
and Fran Cuyler’s sassy crows, Mary Swain’s winter ravens, and the various mythical and invented ‘creatures’
of Stephanie Jonsson or Dale Lerner cause reﬂection on the everyday and the imagined. Even the pots, vases,
cups, teapots and plates express a narrative not only of ceramic art in Alberta today but also tell stories in their
decoration or form, whether they have the stripped down elegance of Neil Liske’s teapot or Joe Reid’s lidded jar;
or they have the ‘out there’ weightiness of Barbara Tipton’s cups and saucers; or their surfaces portray a mountain
landscape, fruits and ﬂowers, or pattern.
It is impossible to mention all thirty-seven artists in this short piece, much as I would want to, but to all I say thank
you and stand proud.
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MARY-BETH LAVIOLETTE
Canmore
Mary-Beth Laviolette is a free-lance curator currently working on shows for the Whyte Museum of the Canadian
Rockies (Banff), the Triangle Gallery of the Visual Arts (Calgary) and the Okotoks Art Gallery. She was formerly a
Senior Curator of Art at the Glenbow Museum, and is the author of two books on Alberta art and ﬁne craft.

LES MANNING
Medicine Hat
Les Manning’s artistic career spans 40 years, from studio potter to senior arts administrator. He was president of
the Alberta Potters’ Association, the ﬁrst president of the Canadian Craft Council and is one of the founders of
the Alberta Craft Council. Les was recently honoured with an Alberta ”Centennial Medal” for his contribution
to Alberta Arts and Society. Les is the former Artistic Director/Coordinator of the ceramics residency art the
historic Medalta Potteries in Medicine Hat.

VIRGINA STEPHENS
Edmonton
As the Executive Director, Liberal Studies, Faculty of Extension at University of Alberta,Virginia Stephen brings over
25 years of experience as an arts educator, museum educator and senior arts administrator. As an educator, artist,
writer and curator, her focus has been to facilitate individual and group interaction with art by enriching ways of
knowing, interacting with the world and other people, and achieving innovation with students, adults, and corporate
groups. Virginia holds a MA in Visual and Performing Arts Education and undergraduate degrees in both Art History
and Arts Education.
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Tree Blocks
2009, porcelain, handbuilt, slip brush work
9.2 x 2.6 x 2 inches

MINDY ANDREWS, Calgary
Nature has always played an important role in Mindy’s life and work. Since graduating from
the Alberta College of Art + Design in 2002, she has developed a line of porcelain work that
incorporates carved pattern or brush work designs based on naturally occurring motifs such
as trees, leaves, and the soft curves of unfurling ferns. In 2009, Mindy was a presenter at the
Cheongju International Craft Biennale in South Korea. At the same time she had her work in
a 4-person show at the Tong-In Gallery in Seoul. Her work has been featured in publications
such as Ceramics Monthly and in 500 Cups by Lark Books.
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Porcelain Tapestries Relics 2 & 3
2009, laminated porcelain, glaze, gold lustre and tiles
9.8 x 9.8 x 1.7 & 6.3 x 6.3 x 1.7 inches each

LUCIA ATANASE, Calgary
Trained as a designer for Romania’s porcelain and earthenware industry, Lucia worked with
some of that country’s best producers. Since moving to Canada in 1988 her studio practice
has included earthenware, faience, and porcelain ceramic work. Utilizing casting and handbuilding processes she creates tableware, functional and non-functional objects, as well as
large-scale work for interior design applications.
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Metropolis
2009, stoneware, cone 4-2, found metal
11.8 x 17.3 x 7.9 inches

ED BAMILING, Banff
Since 1995, Ed has been the Ceramics Facilitator at the Banff Centre and has been responsible
for all Ceramic Studio activity at the Centre, both technical and administrative. This includes
creative residencies, workshops, classes, special projects, and artist consultations. As a
practicing artist for more than twenty-ﬁve years, Ed has exhibited widely in solo and group
exhibitions, nationally and internationally, including the United States, Mexico, Japan, France,
England, Germany, Greece, Taiwan and Korea. He has lectured and conducted workshops in
Canada, the United States, Mexico, Greece and Korea.
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Vented Window Vase
2009, porcelain, wood/soda ﬁred, slip, screen
9.5 x 5.5 x 3.75 inches

CHRISTIAN BARR, Wildwood
Christian moved from the city to a
foothills wilderness setting to facilitate
a lifestyle which revolves around the
making of wood-ﬁred pottery. He and his
partner have hand-built a studio, home,
and kilns that are off the grid and rely
on wood fuel and and solar power. In
2009, Christian was presented with the
Alberta Craft Council’s Linda Stanier and
Family Memorial Award for Excellence in
Ceramics.
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Green Crystal Crackled Footed Melon Bowl
2009, stoneware, crystalline glaze
6 x 7.5 x 7.5 inches

JOHN BORROWMAN, Canmore
John was a full-time potter from 1974 through to 1997, when he began a hiatus from the
studio in order to develop The Avens Gallery in Canmore, Alberta. More than a decade later,
the gallery is successfully representing dozens of local and regional artists, and John is getting
some time back in the pottery studio. His original training with clay took place in Ontario
where he apprenticed at Wilton Pottery and studied under Robin Hopper at Georgian
College. John relocated in 1975 to Alberta where he shared workspace with Tony Bloom
at Stonecrop Studios for many years. He opened Notch Hill Pottery in 1980 in the interior of
British Columbia, which he & wife Lynn operated for ﬁve years prior to returning to Canmore,
Alberta. In 1991 John established a studio called of Cabbages & Kings which he now shares
with his daughter Katie who is working as a full-time studio potter.
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Grey Pod Up, Grey Pod Down
2009, ceramic
13 x 7.5 x 2 inches

JOHN CHALKE, Calgary
John is an internationally recognized
ceramic artist. He was born in England
and received his art training and teacher’s
certiﬁcate at the Bath Academy of
Art. In 1968, he moved to Canada and
taught ceramics at both major Alberta
universities and at Alberta College of
Art + Design. John is best known for
his exploration of visually adventurous
and technically exotic glazes. The work
is contemporary in colour, imagery and
surface, while the ideas may refer to
historical or cultural contacts. In 2000,
John received the Governor General’s
Award for Visual and Media Arts. In 2006,
his work was purchased by the Canadian
Museum of Civilization and Musee
National des beaux-arts du Quebec and
he received the Alberta Craft Council’s
Linda Stanier and Family Memorial Award
for Excellence in Ceramics. His work
is included in many public and private
collections, and has been featured in
more than 270 exhibitions, 36 books and
several documentary ﬁlms.
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Flower Holder
2009, eathenware, oxidation ﬁred
8.5 x 19 x 7 inches

KATRINA CHAYTOR, Calgary
Katrina is a nationally and internationally known ceramic artist and educator based in Calgary,
Alberta, where she has been a member of the ceramics faculty at the Alberta College of Art
+ Design since 2001. Born and raised on the Avalon Peninsula in Newfoundland, she received
her BFA from the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design in Halifax and her MFA from the
New York State College of Ceramics at Alfred University. She has exhibited in numerous
national and international exhibitions. Katrina is best known for her hand-built functional
ware including elaborate sets of stacking condiment pots and ﬂower holders. These are
constructed with the precision of an architect and decorated with the eye of a painter. She
builds complex ornament through repeating patterns or motifs such as computer keyboard
icons, circuitry references and desktop symbols. Her work encourages viewers to notice
the beauty and graphic interest inherent in the industrial world and to recognize how such
ornament functions in the design of our everyday environment.
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Looking for Fun
2009, ceramic
13 x 14 x 4.5 inches

FRAN CUYLER, Edmonton
Fran’s career as a sculptor has
encompassed a wide variety of
experience, working in clay, as well as
stone, ice, snow, concrete, ﬁberglass,
sand and papier mache. She has
achieved recognition as an art educator,
highest honours in competition, project
leadership, demonstration, competition
judging and numerous solo and group
exhibitions. A lifetime learner with
boundless energy, Fran has a Master’s
Degree in Art Education. She has
attended a number of classes from
the University of Alberta – Faculty of
Extension, Red Deer College and the
Banff Centre. She continues to pass
on her knowledge as a children’s art
instructor and in the development and
execution of art classes for adults.
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Spring Breeze
2010, porcelain, reduction ﬁred, celadon glaze
15.5 x 3.5 x 3.5 inches (grouping length 24”)

BRENDA DANBROOK, Opal
Brenda pursued her ceramics education at Red Deer College and the Australian National
University. She was recently awarded an artist residency at the Strathnairn Art Association in
Canberra, Australia. This, combined with her many years of making pots and teaching pottery
in the Edmonton area, has contributed to her creative shift from a maker of functional pottery
to a more expressive and exploratory contemporary ceramic artist.
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Contemplation and Conversation
2007, low ﬁre, stain, glazes, paint
14 x 26 x 14 inches

DAWN DETARANDO, Red Deer
Originally from Massachusetts, Dawn received her Bachelor Of Fine Art from the
Massachusetts College of Art in 1996 and her Master Of Fine Art from The Ohio State
University in 1998. Dawn has taught at the College and University levels and gives lectures,
workshops and demonstrations in the ceramic arts. She currently runs a successful business
Voyager Art and Tile which she co–owns with partner Brian McArthur. They create Public Art
and a line of decorative tiles for the gift market. She recently won the Lieutenant Governor
General Emerging Artist Award for 2009. In her studio, Dawn works on a body of sculptural
art dealing with the narrative of migration. She is inspired by her prairie surroundings and
distant mountains but is reminded by the migrating birds and her strong connection to the
ocean. Using metaphors and a symbolic vocabulary of clay objects, she produces sculpture
that expresses a need to migrate or travel.
Dawn is a board member with the Alberta Crafts Council of Edmonton, Alberta and the 17
Museum and Art Gallery of Red Deer. She has a two-year position as Vice President on the
Alberta Potters’ Association.

Platter
2009, terra cotta
2 x15 inches

SALLY DOBBIN, Calgary
Sally creates beautifully ﬁred terra-cotta pottery embellished with layers of colourful, painterly
slips and glazes. Receiving her Bachelor of Fine Arts in 1983 from Virginia Commonwealth
University, Sally started her own studio practice as well as becoming a reproduction potter
for Colonial Williamsburg. Since moving to Calgary in 2003, she has continued her studio
practice. Her current work blends her love for colour, paint and shapes with simple
functional forms.
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Sobekneferu
2009, stoneware, acrylic
23.6 x 20 x 12.6 inches

HORST DOLL, Sherwood Park
At his Ministik Pottery & Sculpture
Studio, just east of Edmonton, Horst
has shifted his focus from his functional
pottery to ﬁgurative expressive
forms. They are ﬁred to stoneware
temperatures and ﬁnished with either
a hot or cold patina. By using the ‘non
ﬁnito/unﬁnished’ technique he pays
homage to one of his many inspirations,
Rodin. Horst feels that this technique
allows the viewer more freedom for
personal interpretation and that the
human form embodies the continual
cycle of life and death, creation and decay.
Born in Germany, Horst moved to
Canada in 1967 and has worked with
clay for over thirty years. Although
largely self-taught he has attended
courses, workshops & seminars at the
University of Alberta, Red Deer College,
Alberta College of Art + Design and
Harcourt House. Horst has been
a long-time member of the Alberta
Craft Council and is a member of the
Sculptors’ Association of Alberta and the
International Sculpture Centre in the
United States.
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Urn
2009, porcelain
10 x 10 x 10 inches

JIM ETZKORN, Medicine Hat
Jim, a graduate of the Alberta College of Art + Design, has been a studio potter and educator
for the more than thirty years. He furthered his education through residencies at the Banff
Center, the Archie Bray Foundation in Helena, Montana and Tokoname, Japan. Jim has taught at
the University of Manitoba, Red Deer College, Alberta College of Art + Design and Kootenay
School of the Arts. Jim’s work is represented in public and private collections in Japan, Taiwan,
Australia, Britain, Holland, Spain and throughout North America. Highlights of his career
include a commission to create the dinner set for the 2003 G8 Summit in Kananaskis, a merit
award in Taiwan Invitational International Show and work chosen for numerous juried national
and international exhibitions.
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Home - Outa the Blue
2009, mid-ﬁre porcelain, glaze
14 x 10 x 22 inches

RUTH-ANNE FRENCH, St. Albert
Ruth-Anne’s background is in ﬁne arts,
arts and culture management and adult
education. She is currently the Program
Coordinator for Adult Art at the City
Arts Centre in Edmonton. Her piece
is from a series of small-scale ceramic
sculptures called “A Perfect State of
Happiness” where she has tinkered
with formal design, pop culture and the
handmade. Using molded and thrown
forms, with intense colours, Ruth-Anne
explores amusing but bittersweet
narratives that question tensions such
as comfort and uncertainly, connection
and disconnection and natural and built
environments.
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JDZ Silver Spiral
2008, porcelain, slipcast, incised,glazed and multi-ﬁred
ceramic with underglaze transfers and Physical Vapour
Deposition (PVD) 4.3 x 8.7 x 2 inches

TRUDY GOLLEY, Red Deer
Born in Revelstoke, British Columbia, Trudy is an
internationally exhibited, award-winning ceramic
artist who completed her undergraduate training
at the Alberta College of Art + Design and the
University of Calgary (BFA), and her graduate
studies at the University of Tasmania, Hobart,
Australia (MFA). Inducted into the Royal Canadian
Academy of Arts in 2002, Trudy is currently the
Head of Ceramics and an instructor in the Visual
Art Department at Red Deer College. She has
had previous teaching positions at Kootenay
School of the Arts, University of Manitoba, Alberta
College of Art + Design, and the Universities of
Calgary and Tasmania. Trudy has been invited to
lecture, participate in ceramic residencies, and give
workshops in Canada, Australia, Denmark, China,
Hong Kong and Malta. Her work is represented
in numerous public and private collections, most
notably the Winnipeg Art Gallery, Canada Council
Art Bank, the Alberta Foundation for the Arts, and
the Shanghai Institute of Visual Arts.
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Chinese Cloud Spirals: 3D Wallpaper
2007, porcelain, installation, press-moulded, glazed
multi-ﬁred ceramic with 24K gold lustre
118 x 197 x 3.2 inches
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Blue, Fabricated Ecologies Seriess
2009, ceramic cone 6, fabric, steel
53 x 30 x 30 inches

STEPHANIE JONSSON, Edmonton
Since Stephanie graduated with her
BFA, she has developed her career
through both a studio practice
and an assortment of technical
and instructional positions with
The Works Festival, Nina Haggerty Centre for the
Arts, Harcourt House Arts Centre and the Art Gallery
of Alberta. In 2008, Stephanie was nominated for
the Emerging Artist of the Year Award at the Mayor’s
Evening of the Arts. That same year, she won the
Enbridge Emerging Artist Award which provided national
recognition. Today she works from a studio at Harcourt
House Arts Centre in downtown Edmonton, where she
was the 2007/2008 Artist in Residence. In the fall of
2009 Stephanie attended the Banff Centre for a two
month residency with a grant from the Canada Council
for the Arts and she received the Alberta Craft Council’s
Award of Achievement.
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Coulee Charger
2008, stoneware, handbuilt
2 x 9.5 x 13 inches

BRADLEY KEYS, Calgary
Bradley is a studio potter living and working in Calgary. His education includes a B.Sc. in
Zoology and training in art and design (ceramics) from both the Nova Scotia College of Art
and Design in Halifax and the Alberta College of Art + Design in Calgary. Alongside his busy
studio practice he is the ceramics technician at the Alberta College of Art + Design. Bradley’s
work has been recognized on local, provincial and international levels and he has been
featured in many publications including books such as 500 Cups by Lark Books and Making
Marks by Robin Hopper. His ceramics explore and portray the atmosphere of the prairies
by manipulating the clays, slips, and glaze colours and adding regional icons such as a grain
elevator or buffalo, with a delicacy and intimacy that comes from loving the land.
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Ewer Set
2007, stoneware, reduction gas-ﬁred
5 x 10 x 5 inches

SEAN KUNZ, Calgary
Born on the prairies, but raised primarily on the West Coast. Sean attended the
Alberta College of Art + Design in Calgary in 2000, with the intention of studying Visual
Communication Design. In his ﬁrst year at ACAD he took a ceramic elective with an inspiring
instructor named Gary Williams, who assured him that he could in fact make a living as a
ceramic artist. That led Sean to develop a serious interest in functional work, and speciﬁcally
high temperature atmospheric ﬁring. Inspired by visiting potters and a wheel throwing class,
he began throwing pots daily, experimenting with off-round and altered forms, and enjoying
the challenge of balancing functional and aesthetic components and the rhythm of working
in the studio. Sean has pursued residencies at the Banff Centre, Medalta International Artists
Residency, and most recently, Harbourfront Centre where working in Toronto afforded him
numerous exhibition, gallery and teaching opportunities. In 2007, he returned to Alberta and
currently works and teaches ceramics at the North Mount Pleasant Arts Centre in Calgary.
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Hoss
2005, cone 10 stoneware sculpture
15 x 7 x 7 inches

DALE LERNER, Medicine Hat
Dale has a diploma in visual communications
from Medicine Hat College. He started
his keen interest in ceramics as a truck
driver, hauling raw clay from quarries in the
Cypress Hills and other parts of southern
Alberta and Saskatchewan to local brick,
tile and clay processing factories. In 1995,
he discovered the work of four eccentric
19th century British potters, the Martin
brothers (Martinware Pottery). The Martins
specialized in hand-built vessels and objects
with gargoylese images, often birds, in a
Gothic-revival style. Fast forward a century,
Dale now imagines bird-like critters that might
have migrated from the ceramics factories
of England to the prairie clay pits of Alberta,
perhaps reﬂecting the extensive industrial
and studio pottery connections between the
British midlands and Alberta. Dale’s work has
been exhibited throughout southern Alberta
and as far as Brooklyn, Toronto and Wyoming.
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Teapot
2009, stoneware, dogwood willow
handle and spruce root
10.5 x 12 inches

NEIL LISKE, Calgary
Neil started his ceramics career in the 1970s and was recently honoured with a retrospective
exhibition at Triangle Gallery in Calgary. Much of Neil’s ceramic work reﬂects his parallel
interest in “extreme” outdoor activity such as mountain climbing and wilderness survival.
His landscape pieces often incorporate prairie and mountain textures and forms, and feature
expanses of rock, water and sky. His use of clay materials, as well as his imagery, has a pared
down character, perhaps reﬂecting the minimalist nature of both his creative processes and
his low-impact exploration of wild areas. Over the years he has also gained a reputation for
his large ceramic installations in many private, corporate, and public collections throughout
Alberta, including the Sir Alexander Galt Museum in Lethbridge, the Medicine Hat Hospital,
Foothills Hospital and the Tecumseh Naval Base in Calgary.
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Untitled Vessel
2006, stoneware, soda high ﬁred
6 x 11.4 x 11.5 inches

ALDO MARCHESE, Calgary
Aldo was born in San Martino Di Finita, Italy. He studied at the Alberta College of Art +
Design and graduated with a BFA in 1981. His work is in the Collection of the Alberta
Foundation for the Arts and has been exhibited and collected across Canada, in the United
States, China, England, France, and Italy.
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The Monks
2009, stoneware
12 x 6 x 6 inches each

JIM MARSHALL, Medicine Hat
Jim is internationally known for his large carved low-relief brick murals. These feature
historical, natural and religious images and are installed in architectural and monumental
settings throughout the western states and provinces. The laughing monks are a small-scale
spin-off of his murals. Jim is also well-known for his extensive contribution to heritage and
cultural communities. He was a founding member of the Alberta Craft Council, President
of the Alberta Potters’ Association, President of the Archaeological Society, Chairman of the
Historical Resources Advisory Board, and has been a long-term campaigner to protect and
preserve the historic Medicine Hat ceramics factories. Jim received the 2009 Alberta Craft
Council Award of Honour.
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Vase with Magnolias and Butterﬂies
2010, porcelain with underglaze colours and
24 K gold luster 14 x 6 x 4.72 inches

RITA McGIE, Sherwood Park
Rita has been a studio potter since her
graduation from the ceramics program at
the Alberta College of Art + Design in 1976.
For Rita the four year program was a time
of intense study and practical experience,
working in a medium that requires not only
skill but also a vast technical knowledge of
a complex process. Aside from her studio
practice Rita has also taught numerous
classes and workshops for various potters’
organizations. Rita’s pottery ranges from
utilitarian to intricate vessels, all created with
great attention to detail and displaying a skilful
application of decorative brushwork. Her
delicately thrown line of painted porcelaineous
stoneware has been widely exhibited and
collected and is in prominent collections
such as the Alberta Foundation for the Arts
permanent collection, and was recently
published in the book, 500 Plates & Chargers
by Lark Books.
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David Thompson and Charlotte Small Shoots Rapids
2008, low ﬁre oxidation, stain, glaze
20 x 14 x 30 inches
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Dad with Flowers & Mom with Cauliﬂower
2009, low ﬁre oxidation, glaze, stain
23 x 36 x 18 inches & 22 x 25 x 21 inches

BRIAN McARTHUR
Red Deer
Brian McArthur is an accomplished artist and a native of Red Deer. He graduated from the
Red Deer College Arts program in 1992, attained a BFA from the University of Regina in 1994
and has an MFA from The Ohio State University in Columbus Ohio in 1997. He collaborated
with his partner Dawn Detarando in 1999 to create Voyager Art & Tile, a successful business
that creates public art and art tiles for the gift market, interior design applications and public art spaces. Along
with the production of Voyager Art and Tile work Brian continues to create new ceramic sculpture that is well
recognized and exhibited nationally and internationally. Brian’s work focuses upon Canadian heritage, folklore,
and their importance in our identity. The use of humor and approachable subject matter creates an engaging
accessibility for all viewers. In January 2010, his work and other elements of the exhibition returned to Canada to
appear at the Museum of Vancouver as part of the Cultural Olympiad activities for the 2010 Winter Olympics.
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Serendipity Foggy Green Vase
2009, porcelaneous stoneware cone 10
7.1 x 7.1 x 7.1 inches

CONNIE PIKE, High River
Connie started her clay journey in 1971
and since 1978 she has been working
full-time as a ceramic artist. She recently
participated in 5 years of advanced studies
through the Australian National University
Diploma Course in Ceramics. Her approach
to working with clay has evolved as she
investigates a balance between function and
aesthetic interests, and as shapes and designs
build upon themselves and new versions
of form and decoration ﬁlter through the
body of work and refresh the process. She
attempts to create forms with rich surfaces
which are then further enhanced by the
sharing that occurs through their use. Connie
says that she is happiest when someone
expresses their joy in using one of her pieces.
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Set of Three
2009, stoneware, ﬁred to cone 6, handbuilt tray,
hand carved decoration
4.25 x 8.5 x 5 inches

AUVERY REID, Ponoka
Auvery graduated from the Art and Design Program at Red Deer College in 1997. She and
husband Joe work from a home studio on their family farm near Ponoka. She has been active
in the Alberta Potters’ Association. Auvery is particularly interested in blending functional
forms with decorative inﬂuences such as wood-block prints and art nouveau graphics.
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Faceted Jar with Deep Ridges
2007, stoneware, ﬁred to cone 6
8.75 x 6.5 x 6.5 inches

JOE REID, Ponoka
Joe graduated from Red Deer College in
1996 and continues his growth as a potter
through involvement in the Alberta Potters’
Association. He is the fourth generation
living and working on a family farm in central
Alberta. Understandably he uses his pottery
to explore various references to farmland
and agriculture, such as patterns of cultivated
ﬁelds, the sharp angles of the machines with
which he farms, soil and grain colours, even
grain bin forms.
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Red Fish
2007, porcelain
15 x 15 x 2 inches

SHIRLEY RIMER, Red Deer
Since discovering her afﬁnity for clay, over 30 years ago, Shirley has been enamored with
the aesthetics of art and the manipulative and sensual qualities of clay. She has drawn from
personal experiences relating to her view of life and to her extensive travels; relying more
and more on her experiences in various cultures. Shirley’s work includes both sculptural and
functional vessels and a range of clays and ﬁring processes. She also enjoys teaching and often
teaches short workshops. She has exhibited internationally including Canada, the United
States, Norway, Greece, Turkey and Mexico and attended residency programs in several of
those countries.
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Diagonal Ash Circle Stamp with Handles Vase
2008, wood-ﬁred stoneware, ash glaze, ﬂashing
slip, feldspathic stones cone 12
24 x 13 x 5 inches

CAROL & RICHARD SELFRIDGE
Edmonton
Carol & Richard Selfridge are ceramic artists
working collaboratively in Edmonton since
1974. Their illusionistic majolica and woodﬁred stoneware has been exhibited nationally
and internationally in over 200 juried and
invitational exhibitions in the past 35 years.
Their work has been featured in publications
such as Ceramics Monthly, in 500 Teacups and
500 Teapots by Lark Books and Studio Ceramics
in Canada by Gail Crawford. They have done
workshops, demonstrations and slide show
presentations in New Zealand, France, Italy,
Guatemala, Mexico, Japan, Australia, Korea,
Canada, and the United States. Carol &
Richard have their work is in many public
and private collections including those of
Jean Chretien, former Prime Minister of
Canada, Claridge Collection (Bronfman), and
the Archie Bray Foundation.
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Balance II
2009, stoneware, plexiglass
29 x 10 x 7 inches

DIANE SULLIVAN, Williamsburg
Diane’s studio pottery line, called Arabesque, is
represented across Canada and the United States.
After degrees from the Nova Scotia College of Art
and Desgin and University of Washington (Seattle),
she attended Banff Centre and then settled in
Calgary. Diane’s recent work is a celebration of the
language of decoration combined with both wheel
thrown and press molded forms. Her sources
of decoration range from Persian and Oriental
ceramics to the wildﬂowers and birds of Canadian
landscapes. Diane also writes for ceramics, ﬁne
craft and arts publications and teaches in postsecondary and continuing education settings. She
has served as a Director on both the Alberta
Potters’ Association board and the Alberta Craft
Council board. In 2005, Diane was awarded the
Alberta Craft Council’s Linda Stanier and Family
Memorial Award for Excellence in Ceramics. After
15 years in Calgary, she recently has moved her
studio practice to Ontario.
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Cherry Blossom Puncheong Blue Vase
2009, stoneware
7 x 6.5 x 4 inches
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Water Blue Pitcher and Three Cups on a Tray
2009, porcelain
8 x 11.5 x 9.5 inches

DO-HEE SUNG, Calgary
Do-Hee Sung grew up in Korea and lived in Seoul for 25 years, but never understood the
value of Korean culture until she emigrated. Living in Canada has helped her realize the
truth of who she is and the value of her Korean roots. Do-Hee graduated from the Alberta
College of Art + Design in 2005 and has been developing her ceramics career since. In her
current work, she is specializing in functional ware with traditional Asian motifs as well as
contemporized Korean and Canadian inﬂuences. She strives to share her experiences of two
different cultures with users and to bring her personal story into their homes. Do-Hee’s
Alberta work has recently been featured in several projects in Korea, including the Unity &
Diversity exhibition of Canadian ﬁne craft at the Cheongju International Craft Biennale, and a
4-person exhibition of Calgary potters which she organized for the Tong-In Gallery in Seoul.
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Winter Raven Series - Lidded Box
2009, stoneware, raku-ﬁred, handbuilt
11.5 x 5 x 5 inches

MARY SWAIN, Calgary
Mary grew up beside the Miramichi River
in rural New Brunswick. Childhood berry
picking, ﬁshing and other nature-based
experiences remain a strong inﬂuence in her
work. She was introduced to Raku ﬁring at
the School of Art and Design in Fredericton,
New Brunswick. She continues to develop
this because “for me, Raku is more than just
a ﬁring process; it is a thought process and a
way of life”. Mary has also studied at John
Abbott College in Montréal, and Ecole Des
Arts Appliqué in Cote D’Ivoire, West Africa.
After completing her BFA at the University of
Calgary, she has settled in that city and works
in drawing, painting, sculpture and mixed
media.
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Brown Berries
2008, terra cotta
4.8 x 7.1 x 7.1 inches

DARLENE SWAN, Calgary
Darlene is a school teacher as well as a ceramics educator. While teaching from her home
studio and through the Calgary Board of Education, she has expanded her ceramics activity
through the City of Calgary Continuing Education, University of Calgary, Series at Red Deer
College, and the Australia National University Long Distance Learning. Her current work
is focussed on playful and whimsical, yet functional, vessels using a terra cotta clay body and
colourful majolica glazes.
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Delft Extract
2009, ceramic
4.75 x 7.5 x 7.5 inches

BARBARA TIPTON, Calgary
Originally from Memphis, Tennessee, Barbara received a BFA in Ceramics from Memphis
College of Art where she studied under Thorne Edwards and Peter Sohngen. Further studies
at The Ohio State University resulted in an MFA in Ceramics. Barbara exhibits across Canada
as well as internationally. Her work has received substantial recognition, with multiple
inclusions in such publications as 500 Cups by Lark Books, Soda, Clay and Fire by Gail Nichols
and The Ceramic Spectrum by Robin Hopper. Many public and corporate collections contain
her work, including the Alberta Foundation for the Arts, Canada Council Art Bank, Glenbow
Museum, San Angelo Museum of Art (Texas), Harrison Museum of Art (Utah), among many
others. Her work is collected privately across Canada, the United States and England.
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Woman Reclining 2
2009, stoneware, bronze glaze
3 x 4 x 11 inches

KEITH TURNBULL, Edmonton
Following a long career in cultural administration, Keith is emerging as a ceramics sculptor.
He has studied at the University of Alberta Faculty of Extension, City Arts Centre, Harcourt
House and through the Sculptors’ Association of Alberta. He specializes in ﬁgure, portrait
and abstract ceramic work, combing sculpting and casting processes. Keith has also been
President of the Edmonton Arts Council, has instructed regularly and participated in juries for
Edmonton Arts Council and the Alberta Foundation for the Arts.
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Large Stoneware Bowl
2009, stoneware
5.6 x 20.1 inches

SAM UHLICK, Ardrossan
Sam studied at the Banff Center, Nova Scotia College of Art and Design, and apprenticed with
world renowned potter Michael Cardrew at Wenford Bridge Pottery in Cornwall England.
He has also made several study tours to Japan, Korea, and China. He has been a functional
potter for over 35 years and creates his popular line of functional pottery alongside his
wife and fellow potter Antonia Huysman in their home and studio. In addition to making
pottery Sam gathers and reﬁnes the local clays he uses in his work and has built most
of the equipment that he uses in his studio. His work has been exhibited nationally and
internationally, and is in many private, corporate, and public collections. “If all ceramics were
divided into two groups there would be those objects that are dusted and those pots that are washed.
Almost all of mine would end up in the kitchen sink”.
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Chimaera
2009, saggar-ﬁred raku
11 x 15 x 15 inches

LINDA WILLARD, St. Albert
Linda works with simple forms that provide a ceramic “canvas” for variations of colour
and tone derived from the vagaries of the ﬁring process. Her interest lies primarily in the
unexpected but controlled world of alternative ﬁring where ambient temperature, humidity,
or other environmental factors add an element of surprise to the ﬁnal outcome. She intends
each ﬁnished piece to be visually pleasing or intriguing, while also communicating the energy
generated in her creative and technical processes. Linda has studied at Series (Red Deer
College), Metchosin International Summer School for the Arts, and at the Medalta Artist in
Residence program. She was nominated for a 2009 (St. Albert) Mayor’s Emerging Artist Award
and is currently the President of the St. Albert Potters’ Guild.
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Mindy ANDREWS, Calgary
Tree Blocks, 2009, porcelain, hand built, slip brush work,
9.2 x 2.6 x 2
Lucia ATANASE, Calgary
Porcelain Tapestries - Relics 2, 2009, laminated porcelain, glaze, gold
luster and tiles, 9.8 x 9.8 x 1.7 & 6.3 x 6.3 x 1.7
Porcelain Tapestries - Relics 3, 09/2009, laminated porcelain, glaze,
gold luster and tiles, 9.8 x 9.8 x 1.7 & 6.3 x 6.3 x 1.7
Ed BAMILING, Banff
Metropolis, 2009, stoneware, cone 04-2, metal, 11.8 x 17.3 x 7.9
Christian BARR, Wildwood
Vented Window Vase, 2009, porcelain, wood/soda ﬁred, slip, screen,
9.5 x 5.5 x 3.75
Window Vase, 2008, porcelain, wood-ﬁred, 8.75 x 4.75 x 3.75
John BORROWMAN, Canmore
Green Crystal Crackled Footed Melon Bowl, 2009, stoneware,
crystalline glaze, 6 x 7.5 x 7.5
John CHALKE, Calgary
Grey Pod Up, Grey Pod Down, 2006, ceramic wall piece,
13 x 7.5 x 2
Against a Night Sky, 2009, ceramic wall piece, 15 x 6 x 2
Katrina CHAYTOR, Calgary
Flower Holder, 2009, earthenware, oxidation ﬁred, 8.5 x 19 x 7
Flower Basket with Tray, 2009, earthenware, oxidation ﬁred,
10 x 14 x 14
Fran CUYLER, Edmonton
Looking for Fun, 2009, ceramic sculpture, 13 x 14 x 4.5
Tasty Bite, 2009, ceramic sculpture, 6 x 8 x 11
Brenda DANBROOK, Opal
Spring Breeze, 2010, porcelain, reduction ﬁred, cone 10, celadon
glaze, 15.5 x 3.5 x 3.5 (length of groupings 24”)
Dawn DETARANDO, Red Deer
Contemplation and Conversation, 2007, low ﬁre, stain, glazes, paint,
14 x 26 x 14
Sulphur Crested Cockatoo Canberra, 2010, low ﬁre, stain, glazes,
12 x 14 x 2.5
Gallahs at Parliament House, 2010, low ﬁre, stain, glazes,
11 x 13 x 2.5

Sally DOBBIN, Calgary
Platter 1, 2009, terra cotta, 2 x 15
Horst DOLL, Sherwood Park
Sobekneferu, 2005, stoneware, acrylic, 23.6 x 20 x 12.6
Jim ETZKORN, Medicine Hat
Teapot, 2009, stoneware, salt-ﬁred, 10 x 8 x 12
Urn, 2009, porcelain, 10 x 10 x 10
Ruth-Anne FRENCH, St. Albert
Home - Outa the Blue, 2009, mid-ﬁre porcelain, glaze, 14 x 10 x 22
Trudy GOLLEY, Red Deer
JDZ Silver Spiral, 2008, porcelain, wall-piece, slip cast, incised, glazed
and multi-ﬁred ceramic with under glaze transfers and Physical
Vapour Deposition (PVD), 4.3 x 8.7 x 2
Chinese Cloud Spirals: 3D Wallpaper, 2007, porcelain, installation,
press-moulded, glazed multi-ﬁred ceramic with 24K gold luster,
118 x 197 x 3.2
Stephanie JONSSON, Edmonton
Blue, Fabricated Ecologies Series, 2009, ceramic (cone 6), fabric, steel,
53 x 30 x 30
Bradley KEYS, Calgary
Canoe Dish, 2009, stoneware, 4.5 x 5.5 x 19.5
Coulee Charger, 2008, stoneware, hand built, 2 x 9.5 x 13
Sean KUNZ, Calgary
Ewer Set, 2007, stoneware, reduction gas-ﬁred, 5x 10 x 5
Fat Stripe Flask, 2009, stoneware, reduction gas-ﬁred, 4 x 3 x 1
Flask, 2009, stoneware, reduction gas-ﬁred, 5 x 3 x 1
Dale LERNER, Medicine Hat
Hoss, 2005, cone 10 stoneware sculpture, 15 x 7 x 7
Quasimodo, 2008, cone 10 porcelain sculpture, 13.75 x 6 x 6
Neil LISKE, Calgary
Mist on the Big Race, 2009, stoneware, landscape in black frame on
one continuous piece of clay, 19.5 x 16 x 1.5
Teapot, 2009, stoneware, dogwood willow handle and spruce root,
10.5 x 12
Aldo MARCHESE, Calgary
Grinder, 2009, porcelain, bronze glaze, medium ﬁred, 7.5 x 11 x 6.3
Untitled Vessel, 2006, stoneware, soda high ﬁred, 6 x 11.4 x 11.5
James MARSHALL, Medicine Hat
The Monks, 2009, stoneware, 12 x 6 x 6 each
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Brian McARTHUR, Red Deer
David Thompson and Charlotte Small Shoots Rapids, 2008,
low ﬁre oxidation, stain, glaze, 20 x 14 x 30
Mom with Cauliﬂower, 2009, low ﬁre oxidation, glaze, stain,
22 x 25 x 21
Dad with Flowers, 2009, low ﬁre oxidation, glaze, stain,
23 x 36 x 18
Goose Boy, 2005, cone 6 reduction with engobes, 30 x 29 x 14
Rita McGIE, Sherwood Park
Vase with Magnolias and Butterﬂies, 2010, porcelain with under glaze
colours and gold luster, 14 x 6 x 4.72
Bowl with Pomegranates and Ladybugs, 2009, porcelain with under
glaze colours and gold luster porcelain with under glaze colours
and gold luster, 2 x 10.6
Faceted Pot with Meadow Plants, Glasswing Butterﬂy and Ladybugs,
2007, porcelain with under glaze colours and gold luster,
3.5 x 3.1 x 3.8
Connie PIKE, High River
Serendipity Foggy Green Vase, 2009, porcelaneous stoneware cone
10, 7.1 x 7.1 x 7.1
Pearl Line Vase, 2009, porcelaneous stoneware cone
10, 9.8 x 3.9 x 5.1
Auvery REID, Ponoka
Set of Three, 2009, stoneware, ﬁred to cone 6, hand built tray, hand
carved decoration, 4.25 x 8.5 x 5
Joe REID, Ponoka
Faceted Jar with Deep Ridges, 2007, stoneware, ﬁred to cone 6, 8.75
x 6.5 x 6.5

Diane SULLIVAN, Williamsburg
Letting Go, 2009, stoneware, plexiglass, 15 x 20 x 7
Balance II, 2009, stoneware, plexiglass, 29 x 10 x 7
Do-Hee SUNG, Calgary
Cherry Blossom Puncheong Blue Vase, 2009, stoneware,
7 x 6.5 x 4
Water Blue Pitcher and Three Cups on a Tray, 2009, porcelain,
8 x 11.5 x 9.5
Mary SWAIN, Calgary
Winter Ravens, 2008, stoneware, raku-ﬁred, multiple ﬁrings, hand
built, 6 x 11 x 6
Winter Raven Series - Lidded Box, 2009, stoneware, raku-ﬁred, hand
built, 11.5 x 5 x 5
Darlene SWAN, Calgary
Brown Berries, 2008, terracotta, 4.8 x 7.1 x 7.1
Barbara TIPTON, Calgary
Flamingo Dip, 2009, ceramic sculpture, 4.5 x 8 x 8
Delft Extract, 2009, ceramic sculpture, 4.75 x 7.5 x 7.5
Keith TURNBULL, Edmonton
Woman Reclining 2, 2009, stoneware, bronze glaze, 3 x 4 x 11
Sam UHLICK, Ardrossan
Large Stoneware Bowl, 2009, stoneware, 5.6 x 20.1
Rimmed Shino Plate, 2009, stoneware, 1.5 x 11.2
Covered Jar, 2009, stoneware, 13 x 10.5
Linda WILLARD, St. Albert
Chimaera, 2009, saggar-ﬁred raku, 11 x 15 x 15
Aurora, 2009, saggar-ﬁred raku, 18 x 9 x 9

Shirley RIMER, Red Deer
Village Life, 2007, porcelain, 15 x 15 x 2
Red Fish, 2007, porcelain, 15 x 15 x 2
Purple Flowers, 2007, porcelain, 15 x 15 x 2
Carol & Richard SELFRIDGE, Edmonton
Diagonal Ash Circle Stamp with Handles Vase, 2008, wood-ﬁred
stoneware, ash glaze, ﬂashing slip, feldspathic stones cone 12,
24 x 13 x 5
Three Part Narrow Necked Iris Vase with Rolled Rope, 2008, woodﬁred stoneware, feldspathic stones, ﬂashing slip, slip trailed, cone
12, 17 x 5.5 x 5
Shino Peony Cubist Expressionist Vase, 2008, wood-ﬁred stoneware,
salt glazed, constructed, feldspathic stones, 20 x 10 x 7
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